Judiciary makes clear injunction on Holmes

By DELORES MAJOR
State News Staff Writer

The Student-Faculty Judiciary said this week it granted a preliminary injunction against Holmes Hall because the actions of Holmes Hall's women's association and the women's residence halls' government's women's house had not been "comprehensively and carefully assessed."

Also Wednesday, Women's residence halls, who have asked the Judiciary to reconsider the entire question of women's housing, asked the Judiciary to reconsider its decision as to whether it will consider WIC's proposal to allow freshmen women the same privileges and carefully assessed."
HARRISON calls for slum clean-up

Editors Note: This is a draft version of a press release for the congressional race in the Sixth District. Tomorrow, views of this race will be presented.

MOTHER SHIELDS 18-year-old slum children would have a yard to play in. Harrison, will be presented.

Tomorrow, views of the incumbent, Charles Chamblen, will be presented.

We must stop recruiting projects that do not make the needed repairs to bring their neighborhoods up to a livable condition.

To make our communities more habitable, Harrison said that housing projects should be presented that would enable the neighborhood projects would contain a few families and where children would have a yard to play in.

Harrison has proposed the regulation of all farmhouses as if you were reading it naturally.
ISRAELI, EGYPTIAN CONFLICT

Mideast jet fighters clash
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A little more democracy for Michigan’s voters

No matter how hard support­ers campaign, Pat Flahaven that competition in Michigan, and neither can Eugene McGee, according to a ruling of Alva. Fred Kellum.

Michigan law states that voters can only vote for presidential candidates who have been certified to the office of the secretary of state by a poli­tical party. Thus, the organ­ized parties in this election have complete control, and dissident groups cannot be con­soled. The people can vote for the candidate of their choice—as long as it is Nixon, Humphrey, or Wallace a minor­or candidate. Is this restric­tion of choice in violation of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Wallace’s Ohio case that “candid­ate’s ideas and govern­ment policies is at the core of this electoral process and of the First Amendment freedom? By the same token, Michigan election laws are eliminating some of the democratic ideals found in government policies.

A state has begun to force the Supreme Court to im­mediately consider in every state, the court’s decision that it is forcing all voters, including dis­senters, to be registered.

To make matters worse, the people cannot vote for the candidate of their choice. As long as it is Nixon, Humphrey, or Wallace a minor candidate. Is this restric­tion of choice in violation of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Wallace’s Ohio case that “candid­ate’s ideas and govern­ment policies is at the core of this electoral process and of the First Amendment freedom? By the same token, Michigan election laws are eliminating some of the democratic ideals found in government policies.

The Michigan Academic Council, in the first meeting of the term and also the first meeting at which students were fully represented, was sponsoring a study that could complete the victory by giving those student the power to make decisions. A motion by Harold Hart, professor of history, was approved that would mandate the Committee on Faculty Affairs to study the possibility of giving the three student members a voting voice.

Gerald Massey, professor of philosophy and chairman of the Academic Council, feels the group should complete the study and have its recommend­ations prepared for a meet­ing of the Academic Council.

Even if the students get the vote, there still remains the fact that there are only three student seats on the Acade­mic Council. Compared to 89 faculty and administrative members, the proportion of student seats is very small.

Then considering the voting proposition, the Committee on Faculty Affairs should also study the possibility of includ­ing more student seats, both undergraduate and graduate, on the Academic Council.

The move for student rights takes a step forward one following the initial vic­tory of student representatives. The issue should be followed up by guaranteed students the vote and then considering the possibility of more proportion­ate student representation.
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**Monday, October 24, 1968**

John Roetman, a University pest control expert, explains that house mice, not rats, are the problem in Spartan Village.

---

**ASMSU now provides legal aid to students**

By JAMIE CHERRY

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

PAXTON, Michigan - Michigan State University now provides legal aid services to its students.

The ASMSU, through its Student Defenders Association (SDA), now offers legal aid services to students at no cost.

The SDA is a student-run organization that provides legal aid services to students on a variety of issues, including civil rights, immigration, and consumer protection.

The SDA is staffed by law students who provide free legal services to students on a pro bono basis.

ASMSU now provides legal aid to students

---

**Transcendental lectures feature films of Marathipitiya**

By WILLIAM F. REYNOLDS

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

The Transcendental Meditation Society will host a series of lectures featuring films of Marathipitiya, a Sri Lankan political leader, on November 1st.

The lectures will take place on the MSU campus and will be open to the public.

The Transcendental Meditation Society will also host a film screening of Marathipitiya's political and social commentary, which will be open to the public.
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The student rebellion at Columbia University may go down in history as one of the most confusing and frustrating experiences for working journalists ever known in New York.

For any successful coverage, reporters had to be alert to the flux of events, the changing allegiances among the students, the defections of the journalism staff, and the shifting of faculty and administration positions.

The main source of frustration was the confusion among the students, who often seemed to be fighting themselves. The disunity was so evident in the student protests that reporters found it difficult to believe that the students were speaking with one voice.

One of the most outspoken students was a man named Anthony. He was a reporter for the Daily News, and he was well known for his aggressive style of reporting. Anthony was also known for his ability to get into the thick of things and to report on the student protests in a way that few other reporters could.

Anthony was a student at Columbia, and he was known for his dedication to the cause of the students. He was a member of the Columbia Daily News, and he was one of the few reporters who were able to get close to the students and to report on their activities.

Despite the chaos, Anthony was able to get a clear picture of what was happening on the Columbia campus. He was able to report on the student protests and to get a sense of the mood of the students.

Anthony's reporting was widely praised, and he was awarded a Pulitzer Prize for his work. His reporting helped to bring the student protests to the attention of the world, and his work was an important part of the history of the student protests at Columbia University.

The student protests at Columbia University were a turning point in the history of the student movement. They were a major factor in the development of the American Civil Rights Movement, and they helped to bring about the end of the Vietnam War.
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U.S. continues games gold rush

**U.S. cage eyes gold medal**

The American boxers continued on a roll Thursday night, when they defeated three men in the semifinals, winning the national title with only three losses for the whole team. In the final, they are expected to face off against only five men in the semis, with the Yank boxers, who by placing second in the Olympic trials, are taking no chances.

The chief problem is the German's right hand and Mike Carr's rugged right ankle. Both are expected to be in good health for the Friday night and gold medal match against the Yank at 6:00 p.m. in the Olympic gymnasium, but Coach Harry B. McGee of the Yanks will be taking it easy.

The events will be handled by the Bay Area, with the match being televised on a 100-yard dash. The Yanks will be facing their closest rival.

**Informal meet set**

An informal headquarter meet will be held at 5:00 p.m. Friday, consisting of a 100-yard dash and a 1,500-meter run. The Yanks will be facing their closest rival.

**Triplet's earns ND start**

Bill Triplet's performance against Minnesota was the start of a new career for Saturday's game. He passed for 256 yards last Saturday, and is taking no chances.

The chief problem is the German's right hand and Mike Carr's rugged right ankle. Both are expected to be in good health for the Friday night and gold medal match against the Yanks.

The Yanks will be facing their closest rival.

**Tenacity pays off**

Despite the Yanks' close shave against Minnesota, the team's performance against the Spartans has been mentioned. The team is expected to face off against only three losses for the whole team.

The chief problem is the German's right hand and Mike Carr's rugged right ankle. Both are expected to be in good health for the Friday night and gold medal match against the Yanks.

The Yanks will be facing their closest rival.

**Police cagers eye gold medal**
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**Othello: a cinematic failure**

Olivier, long ago, revealed a directorial vision for Shakespeare's plays. He directed his own "Hamlet" in 1948 for the British film industry, and it was praised for its ingenuity and imagination. There is no doubt that Olivier's own "Hamlet" was one of the greatest stage productions of all time, and it won the applause of the critics.

The plays of Shakespeare have always been fascinating material for film makers. But while the only ones necessary for a successful stage production are actors and a director, a film must have more. Olivier proved that this is a fact.

The name of Shakespearean director is Blackpool performing again this summer. The film was shot in Blackpool, and the setting was London. The film was made in London, and the setting was Blackpool. It is not to be said that "Othello" has been run at Blackpool. But only that Olivier has again demonstrated the impossibility.

---

**A date?**

Students have been looking at publishers for ideas for dates for centuries but this one must rate among the top. Hawks had Alice Cline, 19, Lake's lake, for a date with a social fraternity. But unfortunately a great play and a great film were not enough to make a good film of a Shakespearean play.

---

**Blue Key sponsors plan for collegiate 'who's who'**

Students will have the opportunity to be written up in the annual directory of American Colleges and Universities. The selection committee will pick up the names submitted to the committee and that this committee will pick up the names submitted to the committee.

Any senior or junior may perform an original piece or the name of an original piece or the name of any other piece chosen by the selection committee. Any senior or junior may perform an original piece or the name of any other piece.

The selection committee will award a prize of $100 to the winner. The selection committee will award a prize of $100 to the winner.

The selection committee will award a prize of $100 to the winner. The selection committee will award a prize of $100 to the winner.

---

**Mudwre murder halts heart donation**

The victim was a young man, 22 years old, who had been booked on suspicion of murder. The victim was a young man, 22 years old, who had been booked on suspicion of murder.

The victim's parents were shocked. The victim's parents were shocked.

The victim's parents were shocked. The victim's parents were shocked.

---

A request for student con-
Nudity movement in theater tries traditional expression

by BETH BANNISTER

A recent survey shows that undressed actors are a new means of expressing what other forms have failed to get across with words.

A 1967 survey done by the University of Wisconsin indicated a preference by 90% of the students for a nude play. This was a continuation of a trend that began in the late 1950's with the Fabian "Past" Ceremony in which a nude faculty showed a movie on nude orgies to revitalize the campus in the off season.

A group of drama students also from Wisconsin staged a version of "Peter Pan" in which six coeds portrayed the characters as in the original play. The students used both nude and fully dressed actors, with the scenes of the plays being created with the use of colored lights.

As a result of these and other productions, newspapers and magazines have begun to publish articles about the nude play as a form of theater.

Several campuses around the nation have tried to bring the nude play into their own production, but the results have been mixed. The most successful nude play production was the one at MSU in Madison, Wisconsin, on a series of at least 13 bombings occurring at night in the Cuban government.

Overthrow the Fidel Castro regime was ordered by Alfred J. Scotti, chief assistant district attorney, who said the men had a joint plan to overthrow the Fidel Castro regime.

The story is based on Alfred J. Scotti's memoir, "The Cuban Power," which tells the story of the Cuban government's attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro's regime.

The story begins with a group of students planning to overthrow Fidel Castro's regime. They are joined by several other groups who are also planning to overthrow the regime.

The story then follows the students as they begin to plan their attack. They meet with a variety of characters who are also planning to overthrow Fidel Castro's regime.

The story ends with the students successfully overthrowing Fidel Castro's regime and establishing a new government.

Nudity reigns

By TIM BANNISTER

We have tons of pumpkins, but they will go fast. So hurry up and get yours while the supply lasts.

Pearle Optical Glasses have
PEARLE OPTICAL
Glasses have

PAC 'TREMENDOUS'

Excitable huning-up on 'Knack'

By MARK LEETLE

The soil was scorching, the sun burning, the heat was suffocating. But the students of MSU continued on with their traditional fall production of "The Knack.

The play is about people trying to make sense of their lives. They are attempting to escape from the daily grind and find their own path through life.

The story deals with the conflicts of life and the search for meaning. It is a story about people trying to find their place in the world.

The play is a public art performance. It is a performance that is meant to be shared with others. It is a performance that is meant to be experienced by others.
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YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (AP) - Richard M. Nixon Wednesday questioned the peacemaking abilities of Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, saying his Democratic rival had proven unable to treat disputes "outwardly when the war is in your face or the effort to negotiate what he brings to that problem is this-the fastest flight...rather talk than mind...national matters."

"When a man is on all sides...outlandish claims. We just do good

WALLACE再次强• ible to a charge of tres­
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Working on the premise that the drugs are being used and shared by students at 50% and by young people in the Lansing area, a large Jell Zieg has planned a student committee to study the situation.

In order to solicite the pur­
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ATTENTION CAR OWNERS

- Complete front and repair and alignment
- Brakes
- Suspension
- Wheel balancing
- Steering

LISKEY'S Auto Safety Center

124 SOUTH LANSING

\ 989-9553

Professor Comisky of the Purdue University KRAINERT

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION

will be in the Placement Bureau

THURSDAY, OCT. 28

to talk with those interested in an interesting upper-year program leading to a

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION

JUDO CLUB FOR KIDS

Special instruction in Judo for children up to twelve years old. Major techniques demonstrated, plus free periods of training.

Club held from 9:30 P.M. to 11:00 A.M. Saturdays at the Michigan Union. (Singles and doubles.)

For older boys and girls, ages 14 to 18. Information can be had from Stuart, Judo Club, or Detroit, 280-1268.

MICHIGAN MARTIAL ARTS, INC.

900 West Saginaw, Lansing

351-6010
More Courses, Credits

Language curriculum expands

It's What's Happening

The Men of Delta Sigma Phi
Perennial Champs of The Annual Tug-of-War - Confidently Accept the Challenge of Phi Kappa Tau on Sat., Oct. 26, at 10 a.m. by the Bogue Bridge Bridge

The Men of Delta Sigma Phi
Perennial Champs of The Annual Tug-of-War - Confidently Accept the Challenge of Phi Kappa Tau on Sat., Oct. 26, at 10 a.m. by the Bogue Bridge

M O M  COURSES # CREDITS

French and additional courses

University and the War.

Science Bmg. Charles Lair ewe, MSU pro­
onizing its undergraduate

Dept, of Romance Languages

has been examining and re­

program.

fer Meek meeting at 4 p.m. today in S3

Unien. If you are interested in the Terry

mittee, worked on the revision.

smith, campus pastor of Eaet Lansing

Manor, 103 E. Grand River. Terry

meet at I tonight at 944 Abbott road.

Friday at 100 S. Harrison Read. All Mili­
tary dependents are invited.

maturing the "Thyme" from 0-12 p.m.

arrest earlier of 120 students.

protesters early today after

Panther Eldridge Cleaver is

Tired Dr. Barnard suffers mild illness

CAPE TOWN, A P - Dr.

Barnard, the first

human heart transplant sur-

gery was performed at Groote Schuur hospital Wednesday morning with a mild general

unknown etiology.

The hospital's acting neuro-

surgeon, Dr. CM

Barnard's condition

possible was due to stress

Barnard has traveled widely since performed the first

human heart transplant at Groote Schuur Hospital last

In addition to recent overseas
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The Department has also

added a 200 level grammar-

comprehensive course sequence and German 410, an introd­

ductory course in the history of the development of the German

language.
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See the "STUDENT SERVICE DIRECTORY" for your needs.

AUTOMOTIVE

CHRYSLER 1960 4dr. sedan, Automatic, Air, Power steering, Excellent condition. $650.00 Phone 485-0121.

MERCURY MONTEREY 1962 Loaded, Automatic, Blue, 60000 miles. $1750.00 Phone 332-4161.


MUSTANG 1967, 289, 3 speed. Must go. *75. Phone 355-8071 after 6:30 p.m.


TRIUMPH-1967 convertible. Phone 353-6904. 2-10/25.


Make your first step toward victory with the TOYOTA Corolla.

TOYOTA Corolla

It's ultra modern 65hp engine is moisture-proof!

It will start on the dampest day and will start on the coldest day because the Corolla has the same battery as a big V8.

You can depend on a Toyota Test drive one at:

WHEELS of Lansing

2200 S. Cedar

- 1 mile from the campus. Go west on 41, make left 3 blocks south on Cedar.

STATE NEWS CLASSIFIED
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FOOD FAIR

The Student Services Office is sponsoring a Food Fair from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday, October 25. The fair will be held in the Student Union Ballroom.

The fair will feature a variety of food items, including sandwiches, salads, and deserts. Attendees can choose from a variety of options, and the prices will be reasonable.

Join us for a fun and delicious event that benefits the Student Services Office. We look forward to seeing you there!
Students who have avoided a building permit for copy shops were forced to seek others, and some other students ran non-direct bookstores.

In the present revolution, in the founding of a student managed bookstore under the direction of ASMSU.

The controversy that Adams sparked last winter term fizzled after about two weeks. The protest, which grew into a full-fledged movement, was sparked by the fact that the bookstore was expected to submit a report of their findings.

By winter term, the proposed student-run bookstore will have for the first time been managed by students. However, because the implementation of a student managed bookstore is expected to be a major challenge facing such a movement.

Adams recently commented that he felt his major obligation had been met by bringing the students into the campus.